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Chapter 2327

Suddenly, Fu Mei felt anxious, and a mouthful of blood spurted out.

In the eyes, unwilling tears were desperately spinning again.

Such a funny and complicated scene would happen to me.

At this time, above the air.

Ao Shane was even flushed with anger, and was so tossed by George that his face was
sweeping.

But it is not that he has never thought of struggling or resisting. He has tried to stabilize
his figure and try to stabilize the situation again, but every time he stabilizes his figure,
he will be immediately pulled away by George. .

This kid is like a cow, so strong that he doubts life.

I have lived for more than half of my life, and Aoshi has experienced powerlessness for
the first time. After a few back and forth, his head was thrown dizzy, and his stomach
was tumbling, but his damn he did not have a way to resist. .

“Ao Shane must be full of question marks now.” Seeing this, the sweeping old man
couldn’t help but smiled leisurely.

“Bineng, he believes that George is not better than him, than pure power. As a true god,
he is the strongest body in the world. No matter which aspect he completely suppresses
George, he unexpectedly believes. Manman has become a field like it is now.
Strangeness is inevitable, and anger is also inevitable.” Bahuang Tianshu nodded softly.

“So, that guy’s apprentice said well. The naked eye is deceptive. Only the heavenly eye
can see the essence of things. From an energy point of view, George has the heart of
the dragon as his base camp, and the heart of the dragon The source comes from you.
Just talking about energy reserves, don’t even talk about him in this world. Even if I am
an old guy who has not known how many years I have lived, I think I am inferior.” The
sweeping old man smiled helplessly.

“In terms of energy purity, although Ao Shane has cultivated the power of a true god and
is extremely overbearing, is George weak? That kid has the golden god purification, and
the god blood that his old man sent him to make up, plus the devil. The blood of the
dragon is one of the three. Although George has not cultivated to the realm of true gods,
he…”



“But it’s like a true god.” The Bahuang Tianshu said leisurely. Then, he took a sip of tea
and continued to add: “As for the body, let alone the body of that kid George, there is
that guy’s body. The golden body, coupled with the body of scattered immortals that you
shaped by the sky thunder, can be described as unprecedented, and no one will come
after. Perhaps, for others, the most likely thing is that the body is destroyed and the soul
is still there, but to George As far as the kid is concerned, this situation is absolutely
impossible. He will probably only be destroyed in his life, but his body is still there.”

“Hahahaha!” The sweeping old man laughed, and the chess piece in his hand placed a
plate: “Yes, That guy’s physical body is not changing, how can he keep it until George
inherits it?”

Bahuang Tianshu nodded and agreed: “The most important thing is that today’s George
not only inherited this indestructible golden body. , And more importantly, there is a body
that belongs to one’s own body. The two are connected, which is outrageously strong.
Now, this kid has realized his ideal perfectly. The so-called common enemy, the eight
real bodies, any fatal damage will be caused. Instantly dissolve the eight, and distribute
them to Dao Ba Daozhen. One blow is fatal? I am afraid that it does not exist.”

“George , now, in one sentence, it is a seemingly ordinary body, but it is as hard as a
tank. Niu, even if you and I want to toss him, I’m afraid it will take a lot of effort.” The

sweeping old man smiled: “It is true in theory, but whether it can reach this level
depends on the good fortune of this kid. . Actually, I really want to kill Amelia.”

Hearing this, the Bahuang Tianshu was taken aback.

The sweeping old man smiled relievedly: “George can persist until now. As we just said,
Amelia is the top priority. This kid has a deep love for Amelia, so even if he is on the
verge of death, he can always rely on this belief as support. In a certain way, this is a
good thing, but it is also a bad thing that hinders him from a higher level.”

If you want to fly into the sky, sometimes don’t think too much. It may be your motivation
to stick to it, but it is also It may be the stone that fetters you. There are always two sides
to things.

Bahuang Tianshu frowned slightly: “I don’t understand what you said, but if you kill
Amelia, what will George react to? Have you considered it?”

Speaking of this, the sweeping old man also sighed: “This is actually the reason for the
hesitation. This kid can listen to reason, know right and wrong, and can endure it, but
Amelia is the only one…”

“Hey …That is the dragon’s Nilin. Once I kill Amelia, I believe that even if I exchange this
world with him, he may not agree. He saw me twice with a very beautiful girl around him,
old man I have lived for so many years, and it is really a rare kind of… a pity.” Thinking
of Qin Shuang and Lu Ruoxin, the sweeping old man sighed slightly.



Those two women, even if they are as old as him, must admit that they are top quality. It
is a pity that George has not touched the slightest heart.

“In his heart, there is only Amelia. Are you really going to kill Amelia?” Bahuang Tianshu
frowned, waiting for his answer with some worry.

Chapter 2328

the question, the old sweeper took a deep breath, thought for a long time, finally sighed,
and said: “I haven’t thought about it yet.”

“Even you are afraid of this kid?” The Bahuang Tianshu was not eager to ask the answer,
but couldn’t help but smile.

The sweeping old man smiled slightly and stopped talking.

outside.

When George was panting and finally tired, he suddenly increased his strength in his
hand, suddenly lifted Ao Shane up, and then shook it hard.

Wow! !

With the body of the true god of Xinghai, Ao Shane immediately fell from the air with a
halberd.

Although Ao Shane tried desperately to use his divine energy to take off again, the
inertial gravity was too great.

boom! ! !

As the ground shook suddenly, dust and smoke flew up suddenly, and Ao Shane
slammed directly onto the ground from the sky!

Everyone couldn’t help but their bodies shook with the loud noise. They stared blankly at
Ao Shane who was spitting blood on the ground, and stared blankly at the sky above.
The gods and demons are like one George. Everyone is stunned. Can not help but
swallow silently.

George glanced coldly. At this time, his eyes were directly on the ground, and Lu Ruoxin
among the crowd was shocked. The person next to him unconsciously stepped away
from Lu Ruoxin’s side for several meters, and the fish next to him was stricken.

“Lu Ruoxin!” George snorted coldly, his body flashed suddenly, and the eight figures
suddenly turned into eight black golden lights and pounced straight down.



When George came, the 10,000 Lu family disciples had subconsciously raised their
swords and assumed a defensive posture, but as George approached. Suddenly only
heard a sound of ping li pong, many people just threw their helmets and armors and ran
away!

For a big family like the Blue Mountain Peak, it is obviously extremely rare to be scared
of this.

However, no one dared to laugh at them at this time, because the immortal sea area and
Yaoshen Pavilion, which were close by, were almost the same, all of them fled in panic.

Ye Gucheng, who was extremely arrogant before, clamored to kill this and the other,
yelling at George as trash and rubbish. When George first came over, he had already
pulled Gu You’s image. It’s like a mouse that was found by a cat, and it ran around in a
panic.

Compared to Ye Gucheng, Wang Wenzhi was not much better than Ye Gucheng. Under
the protection of Yaoshen Pavilion’s gang of executives, he took Ao Yiao into the two
brothers, and ran to the outside.

Previously, Ao Shane carried it, and a group of people naturally uttered a lot of words,
but when George really killed him, the group of people naturally fell and scattered, and
no one wanted to touch George’s brows at this time.

After all, even the true god Ao Shane couldn’t hold it.

Seeing Han’s three thousand and eight golden lights come straight over, Lu Ruoxin was
stunned, but this woman is not an ordinary woman after all. The shock in his eyes turned
into calm in the next second, and his hands shook, and the common people and the
eternal destiny suddenly appeared, and then With a move, Xuanyuan Jian started.

“Beiming’s four gods formation, one transforms two, two

transforms four!” Om!

The four real bodies appeared, each holding a Xuanyuan sword, with great aura!

“Go away!”

But as soon as the four real bodies were opened, as George yelled, the four real bodies
were immediately washed away by the eight golden lights!

Lu Ruoxin stepped back and held Xuanyuan Sword again in his hand, but when he
turned his eyes back, Georgebadao’s real body was condensed together, already
standing in front of Lu Ruoxin for several meters.

With red and white hair, red eyes, white skin and black veins, surrounded by golden light
and evil spirits, they are both handsome and cold.



“You!” Lu Ruoxin pointed at Xuanyuanjian, but his body stepped back slightly.

“Where are they?” George shouted coldly, and as he drank, the evil spirit around him
became fierce.

“Do you want to know? Obediently listen to me!” Lu Ruoxin said with some guilty
conscience.

“Listen to you?!” George had killing intent in his eyes.

“Roar!”

The body shook, and the evil spirit suddenly leaked out.

“Bang!”

Lu Ruoxin only felt that he had been hit by something, even if he used Xuanyuan Sword
to resist it, he couldn’t help but retreat half a step.

What a powerful force! !

“Don’t you say it?” George said coldly.

“You don’t be fierce in front of me, George, I tell you, don’t care whether you are a
human or a devil, if you dare to kill me, they will bury me for me, you can try it if you have
it!” Lu Ruoxin Turning his heart, he simply retracted Xuanyuanjian, closed his eyes, and
waited for George to do it.

“Do you think I dare?” George cracked his lips savagely.

At this time, behind him, Lu Wushen had already killed him, and he shouted: “Xiu is
going to hurt my granddaughter.”

Then, with the Shenneng Xinghai in his body, he rushed directly.

Before there was Lu Ruxin waiting to do it by himself, afterwards, there was Lu Wushen
attacking from behind, but George didn’t panic at all, and he smiled evilly after a
moment.

“I really don’t dare to kill you, but what about them?” As

soon as the voice fell, George looked around, and the surrounding Lu family disciples
saw George’s eyes swept, even though they ran far away, they still The frightened back
again and again, the back even fell directly on the ground with soft legs and crawled.

George smiled, but he moved his gaze away from their leader, and then slowly raised
his head to look at the oncoming Lu Wushen.



Seeing George’s gaze, Lu Ruoxin’s face suddenly

became ashes… “What about him?!” George Lu Ruoxin on his back, whispered evilly…

Chapter 2330

The voice is gentle and sweet, and it sounds very sweet, with a little cuteness in the
sweetness, and a little pitiful in the cuteness.

But…

how could this voice be so familiar, it seemed… as if it had been heard somewhere.

George looked subconsciously, but there was mid-air all around, so who else was there?
Looking at the ground, his feet are even more empty. The first attack has already
dispersed the crowds, so how can anyone talk to him?

Where does this sound come from? !

“Brother George, don’t look everywhere, I’m not next to you!” There

was another cry, this time, a strange color flashed in George’s eyes suddenly.

“Xiao Tao?”

This voice is so similar to Xiao Tao’s. Although it has been a long time since I have seen
her, George will not forget her voice.

As a good friend who has been in trouble, as a good friend who has helped himself,
George will never forget anyone.

“Brother George, are you okay?” In the voice, the emotions are a bit complicated, some
grievances, some guilt, some unspeakable feelings, and more of a concern.

Obviously, only if you care too much can you say such a question.

George’s current scene, can you please!

George smiled bitterly, and did not answer the question so as not to embarrass her.
Instead, using his consciousness, he smiled softly: “I’m okay, how about you? How are
you?”

“I…” Xiao Tao said in her voice. After a while, he said seriously: “I remembered
something.”

Before George could speak, Xiaotao’s voice came again: “Brother George, close your
eyes, adjust your internal breath!”



“Xiaotao, you ! What are you going to do?”

“Then concentrate.”

Xiao Tao didn’t answer, but went on like this, George was stunned for a moment, and
chose to follow her steps.

“When Pangu opened the sky, he broke the world with one axe. It relied not only on the
power of the Pangu Great God, but also the power of the Pangu Axe itself to destroy the
sky and destroy the earth. When the sky was opened, the Great God Pangu and Pangu
axe incarnate. It is one, so you have me in you, and you in me, so the heaven and the
earth break apart and become the world on its own.”

“Therefore, if you want to use the Pangu axe, you must also become one with the Pangu
axe body.”

“This is actually before me. I also tried it, but the problem is that Pan Gu Axe is simply
asleep, not to mention being one with my body, even if I want to wake him up, it’s
difficult.” George was also very depressed about this.

In fact, this method is impossible to think of with his IQ, but the Pangu axe is completely
asleep. It’s like holding an unopened sword. Until now, George has used it for hacking. .

The power of Pangu, many times George simply relied on its own power to exert its
power, and its true strength has been concealed as it sleeps.

“The predecessor of the Pangu axe and the body of the Pangu god become one, and
the breath in the axe is also the breath of the Pangu god. Although it recognizes you as
the master, but you don’t have the power of Pangu, naturally there is no way to wake up
the Pangu axe.” Xiaotao’s The voice explained.

But isn’t this a dead end?

I can’t wake up myself, so how can I become one with him? !

George thought about it, but he was puzzled.

“Brother George, please pay attention.”

“Huh?” George was stunned. After experiencing the conversation just now, his mind was
depressed. Xiao Tao’s voice suddenly made him concentrate, but he didn’t reflect it for a
while.

However, although George was surprised that Xiao Tao knew that he couldn’t wake up
Pan Gu Axe, he still wanted to concentrate on himself, doing so many things in one fell
swoop, but out of respect for his friends, George did.

“Brother Three Thousand, concentrate and keep thinking, okay?”



“I…” George was depressed. He was confronted with the Pangu Axe and Shanhe Sheji
Tu, asking him to completely let go of his concentration. How could this be done.

If you rush to withdraw your energy and give up resistance, you don’t need to think too
much about the result.

However, considering that such a stalemate continues, George will undoubtedly lose. If
Pan Gu Axe can be activated, there is still a fight.

“Okay, I’ll listen to you, die.” After George finished speaking, he immediately removed
the Pangu axe, letting the light of Shanhe Sheji without the Pangu axe hit his eight
golden bodies.

“Bang bang bang!”

Countless bangs suddenly exploded above the eight golden bodies.

The blood in George’s mouth kept flowing out of his mouth, and the eight real bodies
were completely repelled several meters away.

Seeing a successful blow, Lu Wushen’s eyes flashed with joy, he smiled lightly,
squeezed his finger in his hand, and said Shen Jue in his mouth: “Three thousand, you
lose, the mountains and rivers are broken!”

As Lu Wushen Shen Jue finished, he said. With a finger pointing towards the pictures of
the mountains and rivers, the pictures of the mountains and rivers, the mountains and
rivers are distorted, the sun and the moon fade away, and the whole world is slowly
undergoing great changes. The mountains and rivers and the green rivers and the long
red flowers have formed an extremely huge in the blink of an eye. Whirlpool.

The whirlpool was filled with black air, and for only a moment, in the picture of the
mountains and rivers, it seemed that it had become a realm of darkness, and that
whirlpool was the center of the world.

“Give it to me!” With Lu Wushen’s soft drink at this time, the vortex moved greatly.
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